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(Nineteenth) Survey about quality of 3DXChat

Response Details

09 Comments
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16%

3

264,874,625
I did recommend it to some friends<3 Monday, Jul 4th 5:19

264,870,981

3dx is by far a decent game for kink and such but lacks in engagement outside of the others playing it. there is
a real lack in customizing ones avatar to lack of clothing options hairs shoes for men and what about the
people that want to have a girly man without needing to have tits on a woman avatar ? or those that want to
have small dicks not monster cocks ?

Sunday, Jul 3rd 8:12

264,809,806
fix your game plz Thursday, Jun 30th

12:15AM

264,787,427

Its a fun game and I am meeting new people, which is why I am playing it. Also and I am thinking of men here,
but put some women's cloths in our closet....pantyhose, stockings and so on. Appeal to the fetish people.

Wednesday, Jun 29t
12:39AM

264,787,380
Opening up clothing and more editor options to the community could add quite a lot to the platform. Wednesday, Jun 29t

12:38AM

264,787,269

3dxchat is awesome, but I think regular updates with some nice content (even if it's small things) could really
freshen up the game. It would also be nice if the furniture library was extended over time. I understand the
game should be loadable, but perhaps think about a modular kind of setup. A couch or table that can be
simply extended or something like that. Or just being able to adjust textures on the furniture objects. Good
luck! Keep up the good work!

Wednesday, Jun 29t
12:06AM

264,783,900
I would to be able to have 3 partners. Many of my friends in 3DX agree as well! Tuesday, Jun 28th 7:

264,782,287
Please add more sliders in customization. We want to look more unique Tuesday, Jun 28th 5:

264,774,910
i would like more hats and translate in chat Tuesday, Jun 28th 8:

264,770,106

lol.. a owner who have our money , his only interest, sell lovense toys to generate more money, no ideas.. a
total imaginateless game and all 6 month a update with free web scripts who make not 2 hours work for the
owner. and by the update more bugs then news.. and the user must wait 6 month or longer for repair (ramps,
stairs, wobbling titts...ff

Tuesday, Jun 28th
12:24AM

264,767,022

the issues/bugs and missing features have been in this survey for over a year and still asking us to choose
three of them??? and "Developers should focus on New features for game/Bug fixes and stability of games?"
BOTH!!!! if you update only every half year with only a few new female hair and clothes!! What are the
developers doing all year? Trying to pick three most important things to fix in 6 months?! smh

Monday, Jun 27th 8:

264,766,880

Long time player retiring after a year away. Nothing has changed much. Updates are wayyyyyy too far apart. 6
or 7 months is unacceptable. I could choose more clothes because I could only pick 3 but we have all been
using the same clothes for nearly 7 years now. Time to get new ones and be able to customize them. Avatar
model is showing its age and need much more customization since we all look the same after a week or so of
playing.

Monday, Jun 27th 8:

264,763,298

I LOVE this game but there is so much wasted potential. After 7 years of playing (been with 3dxChat since
2015) I really thought this would be nearly a completely different game by now but it still has so many
elements from 1.0. I mean yes, there have been some great strides forward and good ideas but most ideas
never came to fruition and personally I believe that 3dx is showing its age. It’s time to graduate to at least 3.0
and make this the best adult game that cannot be surpassed easily. We need EVERYTHING that was talked
about in the past and then some. Even the silly spinning bottle in Sin Club for our rooms. Oh and more than 1
update a year. It’s high time to throw one out there for us. The last update was in December and I’m tired of
seeing the snow fall on the login menu. Let’s make 3dx great again lol. Not to quote Trump ????

Monday, Jun 27th 4:

264,761,673

The questions about prioritizing and focussing on either bugfixes or new content really don't make any sense
if you only release every six months. Especially when you realize that those mentioned bugs and requested
features have been listed for over two years now, without anything being done about it. 3DX Chat has become
stagnant and slowly losing its relevance. It's mostly because of the strong sense of community and lucrative
contract with a sex toy company that it's still alive. Please, Gizmo and Lisa, wake up and stop treating the game
as a cash cow!

Monday, Jun 27th 3:
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264,756,728
The lack of updates is unbearable. Currently looking for a replacement game . Monday, Jun 27th

10:15AM

264,753,694

There are a lot of things already created in default rooms that don't see their way into world editor. There are a
lot of basic textures, like the wood and brick textures in Sin Club, there is an animated tarp/cloth texture, an
animated texture in fresco along with dynamic spotlights that we didn't get. There are clothes/shoes in the
character editor room just hanging there on hangers that you could toss into world editor so we could fill our
closets, since clothes are really hard to build in world editor. -HotKitty \o/

Monday, Jun 27th
12:37AM

264,746,697

I stated everything I had to say above. I am not saying this isn't a good game because it is. But for this good of
a game to fail so badly on the clothing is a head scratcher. Sunday, Jun 26th 8:0

264,745,433

The game needs get the bugs out. Add a pose for doing dp's doing mff how to do it is self explanatory all the
coding is there already just need to add the pose Sunday, Jun 26th 7:2

264,744,452
Need more content monthly Sunday, Jun 26th 3:4

264,742,224

needs improvement in wardrobe the bugs : 1. After uploading a saved ava, the preprints appear on the tabs,
although you have never installed any.. 2. avatars in the wardrobe that have already been put on or
downloaded from the computer, the panties in women have disappeared and the genital area is transparent 3.
pants are missing in the wardrobe from the knee up the trouser legs

Saturday, Jun 25th
9:31PM

264,741,195

The updates, take Wayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy too long to be out! Last one was on December, 6months
ago! Wake Up!

Saturday, Jun 25th
8:29PM

264,739,873

The most important thing for me, being an everyday user, is more clothes to be able to differentiate myself
more from other women, and what you show on the discord with the layers is exactly what would be the best.
For men, a penis that can be at rest and not erect, standing naked, that would really be a plus.

Saturday, Jun 25th
6:06PM

264,739,558

We need more capes and 3dx should allow players to play their own music without paying to a third party.
Fact is a player's room is not a general room, only General Rooms should have a dj playing approved and valid
music. Players rooms even when public are still for the players' and the music selection without having to have
a third party is an option that should be supported by 3dx or at a $1 extra cost.

Saturday, Jun 25th
5:50PM

264,738,760

Need more everyday clothes, in particular tops, not just half naked stuff. Preferably would want to be allowed
to layer clothes, especially with things shown to be coming in the next update (I.e. bodysuit should be in tops
not dresses). The 'Tits wobbling bug' definitely needs to be fixed, it looks ridiculous walking, let alone dancing
lol. I would hope for more regular updates compared to twice a year if that. Or at least consistent
communication from the devs on what they are working on (similar to what they do this time) and a roadmap
for the next update.

Saturday, Jun 25th
4:32PM

264,738,457

- More outfits and costumes to broaden the imagination and experience in the game. I do not mind paying for
installment fees or "DLC" if they are a one time account wide payment... - A wider selection of outfits yes, for
both men and women, but Men need more unique customizations. Hairy chest? facial hair? Bigger or smaller
dick sizes, Different Dick shapes? - An expansion on how much we can type per post. three lines normally is
not enough to convey larger Erotic scenes with my Peers. I would like to show case more for them. - Oh!! and
in the world editor make is so that making words is easier! Like maybe signs that can be filled in with text? or
clickable ads the pop up rules or lore for each room. It'd make it easier to host a room, and the host can focus
on enjoying their own room with their peers.

Saturday, Jun 25th
4:09PM

264,736,839

I would recommend 3dx to my kinky friends but only if it got a pose editor. As the things stand its easy to get
burned out when playing, and the only thing that keeps the game afloat is the community. I return to the
game because of wonderful people i've met here. Content wise - without the possibility of community actively
working on things like poses and clothes and stuff the game gets dry pretty quick.

Saturday, Jun 25th
2:20PM

264,734,619

I hope this survey will advance the things you wish a good luck to the developer !!! I myself have my web site
and I put you quite in value by my creativity

Saturday, Jun 25th
11:11AM

264,733,777

very good games overall but you quickly get around it, many of my friends are of the same opinion, mini
games could make the game even better I think

Saturday, Jun 25th
10:23AM

264,732,912
I would like to add more tattoos and tattoos should go back to being in there own colum Saturday, Jun 25th

8:53AM

264,731,576

I really enjoy 3DxChat. It has been a replacement for me from IMVU and Second Life. However, there is a major
lack of content and features that makes it hard to continue my subscription. I am a mainly into FEMDOM, and
the game is severely lacking for the femdom kink.

Saturday, Jun 25th
4:52AM

264,731,488

Honestly, my ratings would be higher, despite all the bugs, despite the limited content, if some of the toxicity
of others was handled by the game's producers (developers in this case). I've lost more friends to in game
bullying than anything else. 3DX is a fun place and people are extraordinarily creative with the options given,
but to pay money knowing you're going to be harassed and bullied is a foolish thing. The numbers of players
on line have been declining and in my opinion this is the cause. I've always maintained that 3DX chat could be
the greatest social game around if bullying were taken more seriously. Hard to invite a friend or family
member knowing they will have to endure this. I'm coming back to 3DX soon and I'm going to give it another
shot. Hoping the outcome is better this time around.

Saturday, Jun 25th
4:30AM
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264,730,067

I've played this game since 2013 and i still don't want to change it for something else, but the game is quite
stable for me and have been besides the obvious instability points due to the DDOSing that was going on here
and there. Thank you for this awesome game, and i hope you keep developing it and i think a lot of people
would enjoy more updates on what is being worked on. Too see why things take time and some updates take
more time than others perhaps. Looking forward to what's to come, thank you for everything so far Yours truly
Jessicaa

Saturday, Jun 25th
12:54AM

264,726,464

Game is wonderful, but it lacks a lot of clothes, mini games, more dances (preferably not kpop) and also
"cumshot" positions among others poses with more exciting real animations and most importantly, be careful
not to make the game heavy

Friday, Jun 24th 8:56

264,726,211
You keep showing what youre working on but then go silent with no timeline Friday, Jun 24th 8:48

264,726,078
Updates are too few and far between. Friday, Jun 24th 8:37

264,725,731

- updates are way too slow for the price of the subscription - content is severely lacking - the game should be
free or at the very least, a cheaper subscription - there need to be mods within the game maintaining a safe
environment. currently there are too many bullies and dangerous catfish operating in game, taking advantage
of people's good nature/naivety. there are also far too many rooms popping up lately that encourage
bestiality, incest and even paedophilia. this is utterly disgusting and has made me play the game a lot less.

Friday, Jun 24th 7:59

264,725,701

I love 3DX it's a great platform when used properly. There is one huge feature that I think will help you
maintain your client base and not lose them to "bad break up". You should be able to see what your
husband/wife is. When you agree to marry, you agree to be transparent. 3dx offers too many ways to hide

Friday, Jun 24th 8:04

264,725,602
more clothes, more prints = better editor Friday, Jun 24th 7:55

264,725,581

Hi dear 3dxchat, please add ready objects for creating apartaments, animals, furniture, etc with possibility to
paint them. Also like always we need more textures )) Friday, Jun 24th 7:46

264,725,542

The desync issues have been going on for far too long, and they make certain player-made games unplayable,
such as hide & seek. They also affect dance coordinations and many other activities. Long distance hugs are a
result of that. I believe that is the most important issue that needs to be solved. All else, while still important
as well, can wait until after the desync is dealt with.

Friday, Jun 24th 7:48

264,724,570
we pay 10€ per month, i think we can have more customization for this price per month Friday, Jun 24th 6:30

264,724,379
I wish devs would like..... communicate at least a bit :( Friday, Jun 24th 6:19

264,724,312
Overall the game is almost good but needs improvements and more features to play with and stay indulged. Friday, Jun 24th 6:05

264,724,262

Please, instead of teasing us with dev update videos, give us the updates. They look amazing! Other than that,
keep up the good work! Friday, Jun 24th 6:06

264,723,561

i would like reccomend it but not in the state where is it now, to much empty and also dont forget is a
payment game so feature coming really to much late every time. Friday, Jun 24th 5:24

264,723,232

A better interface for room owners. When hosting a room, a different interface should pop up with a long list
of room attendee's along with a better interface for inputting the different DJ streams that come up. Those
who host the rooms should be looked on like admins of an application. They should have full command over
the people inside of them, but also not have full privileges. Simple things like, perhaps muting someone who is
being a pest or kicking someone from a room and not just straight up ignoring them to get rid of them.

Friday, Jun 24th 5:06

264,722,971

Devs should communicate more with us, otherwise we'll move to other platforms, or quit in any case. Right
now I'm pretty sure I won't renew my sub. Friday, Jun 24th 4:54

264,722,846

The game succeeds in what it is. It is a social sex-based game and it works as it should. But it has so many
flaws and missing features. There is a free version of this game available. I haven't tried it but I have seen what
it has. And it's extremely worrisome when the free version has more features than the premium one. The game
NEEDS, more clothes (especially for males), more Avi/clothes customization, several bug fixes. But this is not
the worst part. The most painful part is that the players are kept in the dark for months without knowing what
is going on. There needs to be a channel on Discord where posts are being made about the progress and
details of every update. It's not something time draining or anything. And it makes us, the players feel like we
don't deserve to know what's coming. Those were my two cents on the game.

Friday, Jun 24th 4:34

264,722,231
Sometimes I wonder why I logon Friday, Jun 24th 4:19

264,722,024

Please add object align and object spacing to editor. Please make objects point editable other than just four
sides. Friday, Jun 24th 4:06
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264,721,974

They really need to refocus their direction of this game. Need more round options for everyone that plays and
PAYS for this game. There are more then just TG and Futa that play this game. Friday, Jun 24th 3:50

264,721,965

The game needs more updates, not just one every six months. And some more equality, it seems that almost
all the content is made for lesbian woman. The only confort of a heterosexual woman is to have at least avatar
personalization, but mens has not. And the worst is for gay men, few poses and no clothes. That's why they
either use female avatar or leave the game.

Friday, Jun 24th 3:48

264,721,146
Too slow update pattern gets bored too easily Friday, Jun 24th 3:25

264,721,143
Becasue of poor comunications I dont recommend 3dxchat to my friends Friday, Jun 24th 3:20

264,721,034

I brought a lot friends to this game, like 10 or more from other games and even paid their subscription and
soon they left due to the lack of updates, like me. Friday, Jun 24th 3:19

264,720,897
Good jobs! Friday, Jun 24th 3:14

264,716,162
It's a nice virtual world, but it is lacking many features that are present in other older ones and many bug fixes. Friday, Jun 24th 9:34

264,711,715
All in all a good game. Friday, Jun 24th 12:5

264,711,158

The Devolpers give a Shit about community. In Forum post peoples, serious options to make 3dx Better . And
from Gizmo/Lisa not any repla back. Even Pose editor was promised since 2018, now 2022 nothing. And no
feed b ack . Even Nipple piecrings should come end of 2021 , came not.

Friday, Jun 24th 12:0

264,710,489
I bloody love here! I'm staying! Thursday, Jun 23rd

11:37PM
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